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XCITIUM DEFEATS THE UNDETECTABLE
> See actual ATTACKER DWELL TIMES from Unknowns no detection-first vendors can detect on their way to becoming ransoms and breaches.
> See Xcitium’s exemplary protection-first statistics! - XCITIUM TRANSPARENCY - HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE
> See the threats actively lurking in your environment (that your detection-first vendor missed)!  GET A FREE FORENSIC THREAT ASSESSMENT!

XCITIUM TECHNOLOGY | PRODUCT BUNDLES
TECHNOLOGY: XCITIUM ZERO-DWELL SOLVES CYBERSECURITY’S NEED FOR SPEED 
Undetectable Threats (aka “Unknowns”) are where malicious attacks and ransoms hide! Detection-first vendors cannot detect Unknown files and 
objects as potential threats because they have no recognizable signature or hash. For this reason, all detection-first vendors simply allow ALL 
Unknowns to enter customer environments and dwell therein (performing stealth reconnaissance and privilege escalations) until they finally raise 
suspicion, ransom the business, or detonate to become fully detectable and actionable! THIS IS WHY BREACHES KEEP HAPPENING. 

REAL TIME ZERO TRUST: No other security vendor except Xcitium acts on every single file and object entering a customer’s network, including all 
and any Unknown, Undetectable files and objects. Xcitium’s patented, proactive DETECTION-LESS VIRTUALIZATION instantly ushers all Unknowns 
into containment, at machine speed and by default - ALL UNKNOWNS ARE GUILTY TILL PROVEN INNOCENT - instantly eliminating attacker 
dwell time, and preventing Unknowns from causing any damage to real assets, and all without any interruption of endpoint productivity or business 
operations. Contained attacks are no longer threats, so while Unknowns undergo verdicting right there on the endpoint, ZeroDwell continues 
working in parallel with Xcitium’s integrated detection-based strategies as well to accelerate threat hunting and harden environments against future 
attacks. Xcitium delivers the difference between detection and genuine defense-in-depth protection.  

DETECTION-LESS + DETECTION-BASED TECHNOLOGIES: UNIQUELY INTEGRATED! This is the Whoa! you’ve been waiting for.  
Xcitium exceeds the critical need for speed in cybersecurity, getting well ahead of malware and ransomware attacks, with ZeroDwell. 

PRODUCT BUNDLES:  EPP | EDR | MDR | XDR | MANAGED SOC (Security Operations Center)

DEEP TELEMETRY: XCITIUM’S EDR | MDR | XDR CONTINUOUS MONITORING & VISIBILITY
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https://threatmap.xcitium.com/
https://www.xcitium.com/labs-statistics/
https://www.xcitium.com/free-forensic-scan-tool/
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Xcitium, formerly known as Comodo Security Solutions, is used by more than 5,000 organizational 
customers & partners around the globe. Xcitium was founded with one simple goal – to put 
an end to cyber breaches. Our patented Xcitium Essentials ZeroDwell technology uses Kernel-
level API virtualization to isolate threats like zero-day malware & ransomware before they cause 
any damage to any endpoints. ZeroDwell is the cornerstone of Xcitium’s endpoint suite which 
includes pre-emptive endpoint containment, endpoint detection & response (EDR), managed 
detection & response (MDR), and managed extended detection and response (XDR). Since 
inception, Xcitium has a track record of zero breaches when fully configured. 
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